
Amendments to the Claims

Please amend the claims as indicated in the following listing of claims. This

listing replaces all prior listings of the claims.

1 . (Currently Amended) A method in a data processing system for

requesting a digital certificate from a certificate authority and archiving an encryption

key outside of the certificate authority, comprising:

receiving , at a registration manager, a request from a user for a digital

certificate, the request including an encryption key associated with the user;

encrypting the user's encryption key with a first archival key;

providing, by the registration manager, the user's encryption key that is

encrypted with the first archival key;

storing , by a recovery manager, the encrypted user's encryption key in

a database unde r the contro l of a first ent ity soparato from the certificate author ity
;

providing , by the recovery manager to the registration manager, an

indication of proof of storing the encrypted user's encryption key, wherein the

indication of proof is signed with a second archival key;

verifying , by the registration manager, the signed indication of proof

based on the first archival key; and

providing , by the registration manager, the request to the certificate

authority based on the verification of the signed indication of proof.
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2. (Currently Amended) The method of claim 1 , further comprising

the step of sending a digital certificate from the certificate authority to the user in

response to the certificate authority receiving a second request from the registration

manager .

3. (Canceled).

4. (Currently Amended) The method of claim 1 , further comprising:

encrypting , by a client associated with the user, the request with a

transport key; and

sending the transport encrypted request to the registration manager fifst

ent ity .

5. (Currently Amended) The method of claim 4, further comprising:

decrypting, by the recovery manager f i rst ent ity , the transport encrypted

request.

6. (Canceled)

7. (Currently Amended) The method of claim wherein the

second archival key is a data recovery manager private key.

8. (Canceled)
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9. (Original) The method of claim 1 , wherein the user's encryption

key is archived under control of the user.

10. (Currently Amended) A method in a data processing system for

requesting a digital certificate from a certificate authority and archiving an encryption

key outside of the certificate authority, comprising:

digitally signing , at a recovery manager an indication of proof of

archival of an encryption key for the user in a database unde r tho contro l of an ent ity

separate from tho cortificato authority
;

verifying , by a registration manager, the digitally signed indication of

proof;

sending , by the registration manager to the certificate authority, a

request for a digital certificate based on the verifying; and

receiving , from the certificate authority, a digital certificate in response

to the request.

11. (Canceled).

12. (Currently Amended) A method in a data processing system for

archiving an encryption key by a first entity othor than a cortificato author ity
,

comprising:

receiving , from a registration manager, an encryption key for archiving;
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archiving the received encryption key;

creating an indication of proof of archival of the received encryption key;

and

providing the indication of proof of archival to the registration manager a

second e ntity that verifies the indication of proof and provides a request for a digital

certificate from to a the certificate authority based on a verified indication of proof.

1 3. (Original) The method of claim 12, further comprising the step of

digitally signing the indication proof of archival.

14. (Currently Amended) The method of claim 13, wherein the

archiving step further comprises step archiving the received encryption under control

of a user.

1 5. (Currently Amended) A data processing system for requesting a

digital certificate from a certificate authority and archiving an encryption key outside

of the certificate authority, comprising:

a memory having program instructions; and

a processor configured to execute the program instructions to receive a

request from a user for a digital certificate, receive , from an entity other than the

certificate authority, an indication of proof of archival of the user's encryption key

associated with the request, verify the indication of proof, wherein the user's

encryption key is archived under control of a« the entity othor than tho cortificato
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author ity , and prov ide tho request to the digital certificate from the certificate authority

based on the verification of the indication of proof.

1 6. (Currently Amended) A data processing system for requesting a

digital certificate from a certificate authority and archiving an encryption key outside

of the certificate authority, comprising:

a memory having program instructions; and

a processor configured to execute the program instructions to verify a

received encrypted indication of proof that an encryption key for a user has been

archived, send a request for a digital certificate to the certificate authority , the request

hav ing including the a verified indication of proof of archival of aft the encryption key

for the user in an e nt ity separate from the ce rtificate author ity , and receive , from the

certificate authority, a digital certificate in response to the request.

1 7. (Currently Amended) A data processing system for archiving an

encryption key by an entity other than a certificate authority, comprising:

a memory having program instructions; and

a processor configured to execute the program instructions to receive

from a registration manager an encryption key for archiving, archive the received

encryption key, create an indication of proof of archival of the received encryption

key, encrypt the indication of proof, and send the encrypted indication of proof of

archival to an ent ity the registration manager that verifies the indication of proof and
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provides a request for a digital certificate to the certificate authority based on a the

verification of the indication of proof of arch iva l.

1 8. (Original) A data processing system for requesting a digital

certificate from a certificate authority and archiving an encryption key under control of

an entity other than the certificate authority, comprising:

a registration manager configured to receive a digital certificate request

including a user's encryption key, send the user's encryption key, and in response

receive an indication of proof of archival of the user's encryption key :

a data recovery manager configured to receive the user's encryption

key, send the user's encryption key to a database controlled by an entity other than

the certificate authority for archiving, create aft the indication of proof of archival, and

send the indication of proof of archival to the registration manager ; and

a certificate authority configured to receive, from the registration

manager, a reguest for a digital certificate for the user, the reguest including the

indication of proof of archival, and issue a digital certificate when it is determined that

an the indication proof of archival was received.^-af^

a database , unde r control of an ent ity othe r than the ce rtif icate

author ity, configured to receive and arch ive the use r's encryption key.

1 9. (Currently Amended) A computer-readable medium containing

instructions for controlling a data processing system to perform a method for
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requesting a digital certificate from a certificate authority and archiving an encryption

key outside of the certificate authority, the method comprising the steps of:

receiving , at a registration manager a request including a user's

encryption key from a user for a digital certificate;

receiving , by the registration manager, an indication of proof of archival

of the user's encryption key associated with the request, wherein the user's

encryption key is archived under control of an entity other than the certificate

authority;

verifying , by the registration manager, the indication of proof; and

providing by the registration manager a second reguest including the

verified indication of proof to the certificate authority;

receiving , by the registration manager, a digital certificate from the

certificate authority based on the verified indication of proofT and

providing the received digital certificate to the user.

whe rein the data processing system comprises a data recovery

manager separate from tho certif icate author ity that rece ives and manages archiv ing

of the encrypt ion key, and whe rein tho use r's encryption key is encrypted dur ing

transmission from the user us ing tho data rocovory manager's pub l ic transport koy .

20. (Canceled)

21 . (Currently Amended) The computer-readable medium of claim

19, wherein the data process ing system inc ludes a reg istrat ion manager separate
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from tho cert ificate author ity that sends tho encrypted user's encryption koy to tho

entity is a data recovery manager.

22. (Canceled)

23. (Canceled)

24. (Canceled)

25. (Original) The computer-readable medium of claim 19, wherein

the indication of proof of archival is digitally signed, and wherein the method further

comprises the step of verifying a digital signature on the indication of proof of

archival.

26. (Currently Amended) The computer-readable medium of claim

25, wherein the data recovery manage r entity digitally signs the proof of archival.

27. (Original) The computer-readable medium of claim 19, wherein

the user's encryption key is archived under control of the user.

28. (Currently Amended) A computer-readable medium containing

instructions for controlling a data processing system to perform a method for
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requesting a digital certificate from a certificate authority and archiving an encryption

key outside of the certificate authority, the method comprising the steps of:

receiving a user encryption key from a registration manager that

manages certificates for the user;

digitally signing an indication of proof of archival of aft the user's

encryption key for the usor in a database under the control of an entity separate from

the certificate authority;

providing the signed indication of proof to the registration manager;

verifying , by the registration manager, the digitally signed indication of

proof;

sending , by the registration manager, a request for a digital certificate

based on the verified digitally signed indication of proof; and

receiving , by the registration manager, a digital certificate in response

to the request.

29. (Canceled)

30. (Previously Presented) A computer-readable medium containing

instructions for controlling a data processing system to perform a method for

archiving an encryption key by first entity other than a certificate authority, the

method comprising the steps of:

receiving an encryption key for archiving;

archiving the received encryption key;
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creating an indication of proof of archival of the received encryption key;

and

providing the indication of proof of archival to a second entity that

provides a request for a digital certificate from the certificate authority based on a

verification of the indication of proof.

31 . (Original) The computer-readable medium of claim 30, wherein

the method further comprises the step of digitally signing the indication proof of

archival.

32. (Original) The computer-readable medium of claim 31 , wherein

the archiving step further comprises the step of archiving the received encryption key

under control of a user.

33. (Currently Amended) A data processing system for requesting a

digital certificate from a certificate authority and archiving an encryption key outside

of the certificate authority, comprising:

a registration manager including:

means for receiving a request from a user for a digital certificate,

the request including an encryption key associated with the user that is

encrypted using a first archival kev :

means for encrypt ing the use r's encrypt ion key w ith a fi rst archiva l key;

a recovery manager including:
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means for storing the encrypted user's encryption key in a

database under tho contro l of a first entity soparato from tho certif icate

author ity
;

means for providing an indication of proof of storing the

encrypted user's encryption key, wherein the indication of proof is signed with

a second archival key;

wherein the registration manager further includes means for verifying

the signed indication of proof based on the first archival keyj[;]] and means for

providing the request to the certificate authority based on the verification of the

signed indication of proof.
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